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Between 25 million and 56 million adults in this country have no formal banking relationship.1  
Ramifications for this population — commonly referred to as the “unbanked” — include the 
following: an inability to build credit, higher costs for using fringe banking sources, difficulty in 
managing assets and building wealth, and susceptibility to crime.  The unbanked population is 
composed disproportionately of minority, immigrant, and lower-income groups. 2  For banks, 
there are several incentives for reaching out to the unbanked: particularly, demonstrating 
compliance with the Community Reinvestment Act and tapping into new markets.   
 
There are unique challenges in reaching out to and serving low-income and immigrant 
populations.  Some issues that are relevant to banking for these populations are: 
 

• lack of knowledge about financial issues 
• distrust of formal financial institutions 
• lack of traditional credit 
• lack of traditional forms of identification 
• inability to maintain high minimum balances or make large initial deposits 
• language and cultural barriers 
• desire for more in-depth customer service interactions 
• concerns about high fees and service costs 
• convenience and accessibility concerns  
• need for additional services, such as remittance products and check cashing 

 
As part of its advocacy efforts to promote access to financial institutions for low-income and 
immigrant populations, the Chicago Appleseed Fund for Justice conducted a small survey of 
banks in the Chicago area between the spring and autumn of 2005.  This survey attempts to look 
beyond official policies to determine actual practices, and to ensure the continuation and 
improvement of financial services and products important to low income and immigrant 
populations.          
 
Methodology 

 
Banks of varying sizes were selected with the goal of collecting a representative sample of 
information about the product and service offerings to low-income and immigrant populations in 
the Chicago area.  Banks participating in the survey include large national banks, regional banks, 

                                                 
1 James H. Carr, Fannie Mae Foundation, “Attracting Unbanked Consumers Into the Financial Mainstream,” at 6 
(June 2005), http://content.knowledgeplex.org/kp2/cache/documents/98590.pdf. 
2 Id.  For example, the rate of Latinos with checking accounts is only 32% of that of non-Latino whites.  Id. at 75.     
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and local banks, as well as a bank with only one location.3  Data was collected from one branch 
of each bank located in an immigrant or low-income area, determined based on census data.4 
Chicago Appleseed staff attempted to contact 26 banks and were able to interview 
representatives from 20; staff were unable to schedule interviews with the remaining six.    
Approximately half of these interviews were conducted in-person, and half were done over the 
phone.  The bank representatives were asked a series of forty questions (see appendix A), but 
were free to discuss other topics or elaborate beyond the scope of the survey questions.  
Additionally, bank websites and literature were used to spot-check responses to objective 
questions.               

 
The interview schedule was designed by researchers at Texas Appleseed for a similar study and 
modified slightly by Chicago Appleseed staff. Each interview lasted between one half-hour to 
about one hour.  Bank representatives could decline to respond to any questions about which 
they were not authorized to comment.  Several bank representatives participated in the survey on 
the condition that the bank’s name was not attached to their responses.  Almost all questions 
were answered in 17 of the 20 interviews; 3 interviews were only partially completed.  

 
There were six major areas covered by the survey: 

 
• Opening an Account 
• Account Management and Customer Policies 
• Advertising 
• International Money Transfers 
• Foreign Language Expertise 
• Interaction with the Community 

 
The questions explore both the specific services and products that banks offer, as well as their 
efforts at outreach and willingness to accommodate the specific needs of immigrant and low- 
income customers.   

 

                                                 
3 Specifically, the sample included branches of 5 national and regional banks, 9 of the 25 largest Chicago-area banks 
(according to ChicagoBusiness.com), and 6 small to medium-sized local banks (each of which had between one and 
four branches.) 
4 U.S. Census Bureau, “People,” http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/SAFFPeople?_sse=on (search by address).   
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Summary of Responses 
 
Opening an Account 
 
Information Disclosed while Opening an Account 
 
Bank representatives were asked if they supplied customers opening a new account with 
information on using the account. All 18 banks that responded to the question said that they did 
provide information. Several representatives commented that they were obligated to do so.  
 
Differences between banks appeared when representatives explained how information was 
disclosed. Many reported giving out written information; it is very common to give new 
customers brochures and disclosure statements. Several emphasized oral exchanges to ensure 
that a new customer understands how to use the account.  One bank reported that all information 
covered in the written materials is also discussed orally and that the bank employee goes through 
each brochure with the customer.  Other banks reported having Spanish, Chinese, and/or Polish 
speakers available to explain policies to non-English speakers  However, some bank 
representatives explained that many conditions were not verbally communicated to customers.  
For example, at least three banks have fees or charges about which they do not tell the customer.  
 
Identification: ITINs, the Matricula Consular, and Other Forms of ID  
 
Bank representatives were asked if they accepted the matricula consular card as a substitute for a 
social security number as identification to open an account. Research staff realized that this 
question was misleading, since social security numbers are not always necessary for opening 
checking or savings accounts.  It was clear that most banks were aware of the matricula, and at 
least 12 accept it as a form of ID in some contexts.  However, it is unclear how many banks 
accept matriculas as primary IDs, since some representatives explained that matriculas were 
accepted only in conjunction with passports, U.S. state-issued identification cards or Individual 
Tax Identification Numbers (ITINS).   
 
It appears that many banks require ITINs, even when federal regulations do not obligate them to 
do so.    Banks were asked if their policies required foreign nationals to provide ITINs for 
opening accounts for which it is not legally required (ITINs are required only for accounts that 
have tax implications, such as interest-bearing accounts.)  19 bank representatives responded. 10 
said yes, 8 said no, and 1 said that it was decided on a case by case basis. One bank that reported 
accepting the matricula with an ITIN reported that they assisted customers in requesting an ITIN.     
 
11 of 17 banks reported training their employees about the matricula.  One bank specified that 
this was direct training and one bank stated that this information was included in corporate 
literature.   
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Account Management and Customer Policies 
 

Low Cost Accounts 
 

Bank representatives were asked if the banks offered free checking accounts with low or no 
minimum balances. 18 banks responded, with 16 stating yes and only 2 saying no.  There were 
often some restrictions on these accounts, however.  For example, a few banks stated that they 
required direct deposit to obtain free accounts.  

 
All of the 19 banks responding said that they provide information about avoiding overdraft fees.  
It seemed that this information was always provided in writing, and only occasionally 
communicated orally.   

 
When asked if fee overdraft protection was available,14 of 19 banks reported having some form 
of overdraft protection available, but the conditions varied by account and by bank.  Often 
patrons needed a secondary account that could cover the funds or a credit line.  
 
15 of 18 responding banks reported that they offered unlimited teller and face-to-face 
interactions.   
 
9 of 16 banks that responded have accounts that reward small, incremental savings.  For 
example, some banks offer free checking accounts or overdraft protection, or both, if a savings 
account is attached to the checking account.  
 
Banks require varying minimum monthly balances for low-cost checking and savings accounts, 
ranging from no minimum balance to a $350 savings minimum. However, these minimum 
balance requirements could be waived for various reasons: if customers were students or seniors, 
for instance, or if they had direct deposit services.        
 
Other Services: Check-cashing, Mortgages, and Tax Assistance 
 
Almost all of the 18 banks responding offer some check cashing services to customers and to 
non-customers on checks drawn on that bank.   Only one bank reported offering this service to 
non-customers for a fee.    
 
Bank representatives were asked if they accepted checks written in Spanish or other foreign 
banks. Of 16 banks responding, 6 reported policies of officially accepting checks written in 
Spanish or other foreign languages.  One of those banks charges $50 to do so.  Another bank has 
accepted such checks at its branch despite a company policy that checks must be in English.  
Several banks — even those that do accept Spanish-language checks — said that they rarely (if 
ever) see them.   
 
Only 3 of 15 banks reported having mortgage products for customers without a Social Security 
number. A representative from one bank explained that it needed the customer’s  Social Security 
number to run a credit check.    
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Representatives were asked if they ever assisted applicants to obtain IRS forms, such as the W-
8BEN, W-7, or the W-9.  Only one bank reported making IRS forms available to customers at 
the bank itself, although about half of the banks that responded reported directing customers to 
locations where the forms could be obtained or helping certain types of customers (such as 
businesses) obtain forms. Four of 15 banks reported working with the IRS to expedite the 
processing of Individual Tax Identification Numbers. Only one bank reported acting as a 
certifying acceptance agent with the IRS.   
 

Advertising 
 
13 of 19 banks stated that they advertised the benefits of opening an account.  The media for 
these advertising efforts include brochures; radio, television, and print ads; direct mailings; and 
billboards.  These efforts do not always have the support of the bank’s main office, however: 
One bank representative said that its home office asked it to take down window advertisements 
displaying rates. 
 
13 of 17 banks characterized some of their advertising as promoting customer service, such as 
face-to-face interactions with tellers.   
 
Specific publicity efforts aimed at the Latino community included ticket giveaways for concerts, 
information booths at summer events, Spanish-language seminars, posters and flyers, presence at 
community meetings, advertisements in Spanish-language media, bank branches in Latino areas, 
employing a large number of Latinos, presence at job sites, and information on the internet.         
 
International Money Transfers 
 
All 17 responding banks offer international money transfer services.  Flat fees for wire transfers 
range from $20 to $45.  One bank offers a special product — a money transfer card — which 
makes it less expensive to transfer money to Mexico.  One bank specified that  it will only 
process international money transfers for bank customers.   
 
No bank reported participation in the FedACH International Mexico Service (also known as 
Directo A México).  Aside from being FDIC-insured, no bank reported partnerships with the 
FDIC.   
 
Only one bank reported a partnership with Mexican or Latin American banks; it is owned by a 
parent with subsidiary banks in Mexico and Brazil. 
 
No bank reported involvement with the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS, 
formerly known as INS).   
 
7 of 13 banks reported having checking account plans that facilitate sending money to Mexico or 
other countries.  
 
10 of 17 banks responded “yes,” to a question asking if they provide customers with multiple 
ATM cards so that one may be sent abroad.  Of the banks responding “yes” one does not 
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encourage or advertise this service, another requires identification from all cardholders, and 
another said that many customers complained about the charges for using the card in Mexico.  A 
few banks responding “no” said that their cards can be used internationally and a customer may 
request more than one card.  
 
Foreign Language Expertise 
 
16 of 19 banks reporting having Spanish-speaking customer representatives and tellers available 
at all their branches.  One of these banks said that every employee speaks Spanish.  Two 
additional banks specified that they have Spanish-speaking customer representatives and tellers 
in “needed areas” or “Spanish-speaking areas,” but not at all branches.    
 
Only one bank reported offering its website in a language other than English.  Two banks added 
that they also offer Spanish-language phone service.   
 
Interaction with the Community 
 
17 of 18 responding banks said that they organize or sponsor community outreach events or 
encourage their employees to get involved in the community as a means for targeting Latino or 
other ethnic minority populations to become bank customers.  Some examples of these efforts 
include partnerships with employers, churches, and schools; participation at home buyer fairs, 
health fairs, and business fairs; sponsoring seminars; giving through the bank’s charitable trust; 
and working with an affordable housing non-profit. 
 
8 of 19 banks stated that they  had a relationship with the Mexican Consulate in Chicago.  Two 
other banks clarified that they did not have a relationship at that particular branch, but that the 
corporate office might. 
 
13 of the 19 responding banks said that they locate ATMs in heavily Latino areas of the Chicago 
metropolitan area.  Some clarified, however, that these ATMs were not linked directly to that 
particular bank, but rather linked to nationwide ATM networks. 
 
12 of 19 responding banks said that they allow for electronic payment of local utility bills.   
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Conclusions and Successful Market Strategies 
 
Our survey revealed somewhat mixed results about banking services for low-income and 
immigrant populations.  All banks expressed some level of effort aimed at reaching these 
populations, yet there were missed opportunities.  To be more successful, banks will need to do 
more to tailor their products, services, advertising, and outreach efforts to the specific needs of 
these customers.  Below we describe successful market strategies for connecting with 
underserved immigrant and low-income populations. 5 

 
 Promote relationship-building with current customers.  Many accounts are closed or 

underused because bank customers are unaware of services offered, or they are afraid of 
incurring fees by misusing the account. 6   One-on-one financial counseling with a bank 
representative helps the customer develop trust and more fully utilize bank services.  This 
should begin the moment when a customer first opens an account, at which point a 
representative should make sure that account details are made clear to customers through 
an in-person consultation.  For non-English speakers, in-person consultations are 
particularly important. Often, written materials are not available in Spanish or other 
foreign languages and must be communicated verbally. Promisingly, the majority of 
banks reported having customer service representatives that speak Spanish; it is most 
helpful when these employees are hired directly from the local community to ensure the 
necessary level of trust.     

 
 Explore alternative service channels, like partnerships with high schools, community-

based organizations, foreign consulates and work sites.  Alternate service channels allow 
banks to connect with people who normally do not use mainstream financial services.  
For example, banks can participate in Money Smart Week, sponsored by the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Chicago.7 Money Smart Week brings together banks, credit unions, 
community groups and consumers to promote financial education and services.   

 
 Enhance product offerings. While the availability of free or low-cost accounts was 

widespread, requirements for those accounts, such as direct deposit, may exclude certain 
segments of these populations from eligibility for those accounts.  Nearly all the banks 
charge high rates for international wire transfers, and none were using low-cost 
alternatives, such as the Federal Reserve’s Directo A Mexico program.8  Offering free or 
low-cost products specially designed for remittances would not only provide a needed 
service, but could draw customers into using bank services for additional purposes.9  The 

                                                 
5 Bank managers can find more information on several of these strategies in Appleseed’s “Banking Immigrant 
Communities: A Toolkit for Banks and Credit Unions.” While this toolkit is focused particularly on immigrant 
groups, many of the same lessons apply to low-income, U.S.-born consumers. 
6 Approximately half of the unbanked population is composed of people who once had bank accounts;, and many 
closed their accounts primarily because of the high costs incurred. For more information, see Ellen Seidman, Moez 
Hababou and Jennifer Kramer. September 2005. “Getting to Know Underbanked Consumers: A Financial Services 
Analysis.”  Center for Financial Services Innovation.  
7 See http://www.chicagofed.org/consumer_information/money_smart_index.cfm for more information 
8 See http://www.frbservices.org/Retail/intfedach.html for more information on the Directo A Mexico program. 
9 Upon completion of the survey, we learned that several national banks were introducing new low-cost or free 
remittance products to draw in new customers.  
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same is true of check-cashing services: several smaller financial institutions are reaching 
the unbanked by providing this service to non-customers.10    

 
 Large banks should allow branches greater flexibility.   Many banks conveyed 

frustration over how little flexibility they are given to cater to their local communities 
within the branch.  Several banks reported directives from corporate headquarters 
disallowing branches from changing or modifying certain policies or décor.  Branches 
dealing directly with customers in the community have a better understanding of 
customer needs and should be allowed to respond appropriately.   

 
 Promote acceptance of the matricula consular. Although most banks reported 

accepting the matricula, many will accept it only as a secondary piece of identification.  
Some institutions have expressed worries about the security of these cards, but a 2004 
study by the GAO concluded that security concerns of matriculas “should not be 
considered of greater concern than other identity documents used in the United States.”11  
The matricula has several security features that protect against fraud, and banks should 
consider accepting it as a primary form of ID for non-interest bearing accounts.  
Furthermore, employees should be better trained on using the matricula.  Survey-takers 
reported some confusion about acceptable forms of identification even among branch 
managers.  Hesitation over accepting certain IDs could dissuade customers who are 
already wary of banks, causing them to turn to fringe banking sources, such as currency 
exchanges that readily accept alternative identification but often charge much higher rates 
than banks.   

 
 Learn from other institutions. The New Alliance Task Force (NATF), started in 2003 

by the FDIC and the Consulate General of Mexico, allows banks to gain information on 
complex regulatory issues and other institutions’ successes in reaching Latino 
communities.  Appleseed centers have developed several useful tools for financial 
institutions, such as a bank “toolkit” for reaching immigrant customers.12 

 
Overall, banks are slowly responding to the needs of low-income and immigrant customers, but 
should continue to further efforts that specifically address community needs.  Low-income and 
immigrants customers cannot and should not be treated like any other customer, with the 
expectation that they will work with a bank just because it is located in their community.  
Piecemeal responses to certain needs of the community will not draw new customers in; banks 
must utilize flexible outreach efforts coupled with targeted products and services.    

                                                 
10 For more information on these efforts, see Lindenmayer, Isabelle. 2005. “Beyond Remittances: 
What Tactics Work” in American Banker, No. 240, Vol. 170; Pg. 10. 
11 See page 8 in GAO 04-881 
12 Appleseed publications can be found at www.chicagoappleseed.org and www.appleseednetwork.org  
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Appendix A:  Bank Survey Questions 
 

Opening an Account 
 
1. When opening a new checking account, is the customer supplied with information regarding 

its use? 

 Yes 

 No 

2. Do you take any precautions to ensure the customer understands how it is to be used? 

 Yes (Please explain.___________________________________________) 

 No 

3. Are there any charges or fees not disclosed and/or communicated when a customer opens an 

account? 

 Yes 

 No 

4. Do you accept the matricula consular card as a substitute for a Social Security number as 

identification to open an account? 

 Yes 

 No 

5. Do you accept government issued documents other than the matricula consular card to open 

an account? 

 Yes 

 No 

6. Do you require an Individual Tax Identification Number (ITIN) from foreign nationals?  

[ITINs are legally necessary only for accounts with tax implications, such as interest-bearing 

accounts] 

 Yes 

 No 
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Account Management and Customer Policies 

7. Do you ever assist the account applicant in obtaining IRS forms (for example, the W-8BEN, 

W-7, W-9, etc.)? 

 Yes 

 No 

8. Are free checking accounts with low minimum balances available? 

 Yes (if Yes, how low? _________________________________________________) 

 No 

9. Is information available to instruct clients in avoiding high non-sufficient funds and overdraft 

fees? 

 Yes (if Yes, please explain. _____________________________________________) 

 No 

10. Is fee overdraft protection available? 

 Yes 

 No 

11. Are transactions, specifically teller transactions and other face-to-face interactions unlimited? 

 Yes  

 No 

12. Are checks written in Spanish or other foreign languages accepted? 

 Yes 

 No 

13. Are savings accounts available that reward small incremental savings for lower-income 

individuals who have insignificant personal savings?  For example, can fees be waived if an 

individual deposits a set amount into the account every month? 

 Yes (if Yes, please explain. _____________________________________________) 

 No 

14. Are your customer service personnel and tellers trained to use the matricula consular card? 

 Yes (if yes, briefly how are they trained? ___________________________________) 

 No 
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15. Do you offer simple check cashing services? 

 Yes (if Yes, please explain: _____________________________________________) 

 No 

16. What are your opening and minimum monthly balances? _____________________________ 

17. Are you a certifying acceptance agent with the IRS? 

   Yes 

 No 

18. Are your mortgage products accessible without a Social Security number? 

 Yes 

 No 

19. Do you work with the Internal Revenue Service to expedite processing of Individual Tax 

Identification Numbers? 

 Yes 

 No 

Advertising 

20. Do you advertise the benefits of opening an account, including accessing and establishing 

credit that may lead to a consumer and home mortgage loans? 

 Yes (if Yes, please explain. _____________________________________________) 

 No 

21. Do you advertise your customer service, especially face-to-face interaction with tellers? 

 Yes (if Yes, please explain. _____________________________________________) 

 No 

22. How do you publicize your services?  Do you take a specific approach to reach the Latino 

community? _______________________________________________________________ 

 

International Money Transfers 

23. Do you offer international wire transfer services?  If so, do you offer these services at 

competitive rates with other financial institutions? 

 Yes (if Yes, please explain. _____________________________________________) 

 No 
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24. Are your international money transfer products accessible, simple, and quick to use? Are 

your exchange rates and pricing disclosed? 

 Yes (if Yes, please explain. _____________________________________________) 

 No 

25. Do you offer flexible options for family members, individuals in rural areas, and areas 

without convenient access to financial institutions? 

 Yes 

 No 

26.  Do you participate in the FedACH International Mexico Service as an alternative to wire 

transfers? 

 Yes 

 No 

27. Do you offer wire transfer plans to Latin American nations other than Mexico? 

 Yes (if so, which other nations? __________________________________________) 

 No 

28. Do you partner with any Mexican or Latin American banks? Describe the relationship. 

Yes (if Yes, which banks? _________________________________________________) 

 No 

29. Do you partner with the US Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) or Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)?  Describe the relationship. 

 Yes 

 No 

 

30. Does your checking account plan include features that facilitate money transmission to 

Mexico or any other foreign country? 

 Yes 

 No 

31. Do you provide clients with multiple ATM cards, including one that can be sent abroad? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Foreign Language Expertise 

32. Do you have Spanish-speaking customer representatives and tellers available at all your 

branches? 

 Yes 

 No 

33. Does your Spanish-language literature differ in content from the English version? 

 Yes 

 No 

34. Is your website also offered in Spanish or any other non-English languages? 

 Yes (if yes, please list other languages: ____________________________________) 

 No 

Interaction with Your Community 

35. Do you have a relationship with the Mexican Consulate in Chicago? 

 Yes 

 No 

36. Do you organize and/or sponsor community outreach events to target Latino or other ethnic 

populations?  Do you encourage your employees to get involved in the community? 

 Yes (if Yes, how do you achieve this?  What kinds of events and/or programs do you 

organize/sponsor? _____________________________________________________) 

 No 

37. Do you generally consider yourself a large or small financial institution? 

 Large 

 Small 

 Other classification ____________________________________________________ 

38. In comparison with other financial institutions in your immediate local community, do you 

generally consider yourself a large or small financial institution? 

 Large 

 Small 

 Other classification ____________________________________________________ 
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39. Do you locate ATMs in any heavily Latino areas of the Chicago Metropolitan Area? 

 Yes 

 No 

40. Is an electronic bill payment system available that is setup with local utilities? 

 Yes 

 No 

 
  
 
 



Bank ID

Opening an Account:              1.  When opening 
a new checking account, is the customer supplied 
with information regarding its use?

2.  Do you take any precautions to ensure the customer 
understands how it is to be used?

3.  Are there any charges or fees not 
disclosed and/or communicated when a 
customer opens an account?

1

yes; brochure (and rate sheet if an interest 
account), most materials are in English and 
Spanish written information provided at opening

2 yes yes

3

4 yes; necessary yes; introductory brochures no

5

6 yes
yes; brochures, disclosure prior to opening and then 
when they open no

7
yes; booklet on banking basics and how to write 
checks yes; verbal explanation about ATM and potential charges no; must disclose charges or be sued

8 yes; brochures change periodically yes; can get Polish speaker on phone no; illegal

9 yes; print out of fees yes; all speak spanish yes

10 yes
yes; everything must be disclosed aloud, all brochures 
are read though no

11 yes yes, they have native Chinese bankers no

12 yes yes, verbal no

13 yes yes, brochures, pamplets no



14 yes yes, brochures in English and Spanish no

15 yes yes, disclosure statements and policies no

16 yes yes, handouts and discussion no

17 yes yes, disclosures, and explanation no

18 yes yes, brochures and disclusure statement yes all are in disclosure statement

19 yes
yes, read rules, borchures, information online, supply 
papers no

20 yes yes; brochures, and disclosures no



4.  Do you accept the matricula consular card as a 
substitute for a Social Security number as 
identification to open an account?

5.  Do you accept government issued documents 
other than the matricula consular card to open an 
account?

6.  Do you require an Individual Tax Identification 
Number (ITIN) from foreign nationals?  [ITINs are 
legally necessary only for accounts with tax implications, 
such as interest-bearing accounts]

yes as a second piece of ID (passport or Mexican 
voter card)

yes; the PATRIOT Act has not tied our hands; will 
take ComEd bill 

no but it is accepted as a social security number (need 2 
other IDs)

yes yes, passport no

yes; pretty sure yes; passport case by case

yes yes, passport yes

no
yes; drivers license, stat photo id, registered alien 
card, military id card, ss no; ss # 

no; only as form of id, liberal policy b/c recognize 
uniqueness of situation yes; passport, license, state id not if have matricula card

yes; hispanic initiative program- if no social, they 
assist. yes; take some combos of id

no; w-8 form for someone w/o ss, need resident alien 
card + w-8

yes; w/ITIN, then only 1 id, can help them request 
ITIN yes; 2 ids w/o ITIN no

no (not aware of it) not aware yes

no yes yes

no, don't think so yes yes

yes no yes



yes yes, driver's license, voter reg, and others no, accept foreign I.d.

no yes yes

yes, never seen one, require a picture i.d. yes no, can use W-9

yes no
yes, if they do not have an ITIN then need to open a non-
interest bearing account

yes no yes

yes not sure yes

no yes yes



Account Management and Customer 
Policies:                 7.  Do you ever assist the 
account applicant in obtaining IRS forms (for 
example, the W-8BEN, W-7, W-9, etc.)?

8.  Are free checking accounts with low minimum 
balances available?

9.  Is information available to instruct clients in avoiding 
high non-sufficient funds and overdraft fees?
yes; face to face explanation of charge s; also included in 
rules and regulations that are passed out in Spanish and 
English

yes; some free accounts (i.e. direct deposit) or 
monthly payment of $5 if not free yes

yes; free checking with no minimum balance, no 
direct deposit requirement yes; overdraft protection available

yes
yes, this is part of account opening procedures; bank said 
account overdraft fees are very reasonable 

no; may tell them where to get it yes; free checking, $50 to open
yes; personal bankers go through accounts. Fee 
disclosure…

no yes; $1 yes; booklets

no; can get at library or post office yes; free check, no minimum yes; absolutely printed out when opening an account

w-7s and w-95 only, available here yes; no balance on checking yes; info supplied at time of opening

no
$350 minimum unless direct deposit which is $2 
minimum yes; told about every service charge

yes no yes

yes, only if it's a business yes, 0 balance
yes, brochures, and an explanation and the time of opening 
the account

yes yes, free checking $0 balance yes, brochures and explain types of protections available



yes
yes, student and senior accounts 0-no min 
balance, have a fee if no direct deposit yes, in the dislosure statement

yes no, $100 min yes

yes, depending on the circumstance yes, no min. yes, disclusure statement and verbal

yes-some yes, $0 balance
yes, disclosure, explanation, overdraft protection, and 
bounce protection

no yes, no min. yes, in the dislosure statement

not available yes; not available yes; not available

no yes; express checking, $0 min yes; disclosure



10. Is fee overdraft protection available?

11.  Are transactions, specifically teller 
transactions and other face-to-face interactions 
unlimited?

12.  Are checks written in Spanish or other 
foreign languages accepted?

yes; can connect with savings with an ITIN; credit 
card overdraft protection if they have a social security 
number yes officially no, but branch has accepted them 

yes no yes

yes yes no

yes, through a line of credit or link to savings account no no 

no; fees but check may not bounce yes yes; for collection only, $50 fee- no credit

yes; up to $100 yes
no; don't see very often and do provide 
translation cards

yes; protection with savings account checkbooks have 
info on balancing statement yes yes; haven't seen spanish checks though

no; not with savings yes yes; don't see often

yes with secondary account yes no

yes yes no

no yes no

yes yes no



yes yes
no, but they provide a pamplet on writing 
checks and check policies

yes, kind of
yes, but for savings only 3 transactions per 
month no

yes yes yes, don't get too many, depends

yes yes yes, but haven't seen

yes yes, except savings (6 per quarter) no

not available not available not available

no no don't know



13.  Are savings accounts available that reward small 
incremental savings for lower-income individuals who 
have insignificant personal savings?  For example, can 
fees be waived if an individual deposits a set amount into 
the account every month?

14.  Are your customer service personnel and 
tellers trained to use the matricula consular 
card? 15.  Do you offer simple check cashing services?

yes; program for putting in $25 a month which creates a 
savings account in a year (need $250 minimum balance) yes

yes if drawn on Bank One; also some 
government/state checks

no yes yes if check is drawn on our bank

not sure yes; corporate literature yes; to customers

no (used to) yes
yes, for accountholders seeking to cash a check 
drawn off the bank it is free, otherwise $5  

yes; balance is really low to open no; they don't accept yes; $3 fee only clients
yes; program if set up savings, free account for overdraft 
and complete access to savings yes no; not for non-bank customers

yes; minimum balance to avoid service charge 200, 
holiday savings = no min. balance yes; internet site shows how to set it up

yes; cash checks if you have funds in the bank. 
Fee if non custs cash a customer check with id 

yes; Christmas Clubs
yes; trainings available, familiarize yourself 
with this form of id yes; clients only with enough money to cover

no n/a yes with direct deposit 

no no no 

yes no
yes, only for customers or non-customers with 
checks from customers

yes, courtesy-free reversals, 1 time offer yes
yes, non-customers can cash a check from a MB 
Financial



yes, minor savings accounts yes, everyone is trained
yes, need account or the check has to be from 
Bank of America

no, $250 min balance no no

yes, min. $200 if fall below there is a $2.00 service fee, 
don't have a month to month policy no no, only for customers

no yes no, have to be a customer

no yes yes, non-customers need to have 2 forms of I.d

not available not available not available

don't know no yes; need I.D. 



16.  What are your opening and minimum monthly 
balances? 

17.  Are you a certifying acceptance agent with 
the IRS?

18.  Are your mortgage products accessible 
without a Social Security number?

no

no fee for $250; waived for seniors and college 
students no (but may have changed) no

no

free, no minimum balance not sure yes; as long as legally employed w/just ITIN

totally free checking can go down to a penny no n/a; subsidiary handles this

no

$1 and none yes no; need ss # to do credit checks

we accept employment taxes as long as you have 
an account and will send in your tax bill yes; with Matricula 

no contact with IRS but came to give training 
when started matricula 2 yrs ago no

$350 minimum monthly not aware not aware but driver's license is an acceptable ID
savings: $300 min; checking: $200 min, student 
check. $50 min, economy check. $50 min yes no
depends, savings: $100 min. checking: $100 and 
there is a 5 day hold on a check N/A no
Savings: $50 to open and a $200 min balance, 
Checking: $50 to open and $0 min balance N/A no



savings: $25 to open and $300 min balance, 
checking: $25 to open and $0 min balance no yes, just started

savings: $250, checking: $100 no no
savings: $200, but can open with less. Checking: 
Reg. checking has no min. balance "Good 
Neighbor" n/a no

Checking: open $100 and min bal of $0, Savings: 
$200 no no

savings: $300  Checking: $100 no n/a 

not available not available not available

not available not available not available



19.  Do you work with the Internal 
Revenue Service to expedite processing of 
Individual Tax Identification Numbers?

Advertising:                             20.  Do you 
advertise the benefits of opening an account, 
including accessing and establishing credit that may 
lead to a consumer and home mortgage loans?

21.  Do you advertise your customer service, 
especially face-to-face interaction with tellers?

no
yes; commercials, radio ads, and direct mailing 
(bilingual) yes; advertise each area of bank

no (but other branches may) 

no because opening an account has nothing to do 
with credit but advertises educational seminars on 
creating and rebuilding credit 

no yes; radio, posters/ billboards, esp. downtown area no

no yes no

no
yes; cross-seling very prevalent, other services- 
brochures, FDIC- brochures in spanish and polish yes; tellers know the clients

no yes
yes; talk with community organizations on 
financial literacy

yes; tv, paper, radio-Wayne Brady yes

give customer # of IRS if ITIN # not 
received 

no advertising, had rates on windows and told to 
take down

not aware yes; standard brochures no because it is a very small bank

yes no yes, newspaper, for promotions only

yes yes, brochures yes, brochures

yes yes, billboards, radio yes



no
yes, try to advertise secure cards to help people 
establish credit under their ITIN # yes, t.v, radio, all geared for Chicago market

yes yes, Chinese and Vietnamese magazines Yes

no no yes

no
yes, have low income mortgage product, but do not 
"directly" advertise yes, and working on it

no no yes

not available yes; and in different languages yes; through brochures, mail, website, radio

not available sort of no



22.  How do you publicize your services?  Do you take a specific approach to reach 
the Latino community?

International Money Transfers:        23.  Do you 
offer international wire transfer services?  If so, do 
you offer these services at competitive rates with 
other financial institutions?

partnered with concert series where new accounts were given 2 tickets; Bank One is 
at these events and other summer events with a booth to hand out flyers and 
brochures yes; flat fee of $20 

seminars are publicized with press releases (sometimes over 200 a year); posters 
and flyers at branches; present at group meetings; Federal Reserve hands out 
brochures; Latino community-- ads and billboards in Spanish; some seminars are 
also offered in Spanish but they are not popular so are limited, it is difficult to 
partner with community groups because tey already have thier own thing going

yes; a money transfer card (has been out for about 
a year) which makes it more affordable to transfer 
money to Mexico 

spanish radio, branch offices in spanish speaking areas, newspapers, spanish news yes

Polish radio and in Spanish and Polish papers; lots of print ads yes; $40 ($20 for within US)

branches in hispanic areas, no brochures in spanish but looking into it, large 
hispanic employee base yes; competitive

in the middle of it, responsible to neighborhood you're in in washington mutual yes
problem in latino communities- papers; up who goes out, employee benefit banking 
through employers, they sign up and employers present employee benefit accounts 
and can set up account at job sight yes; $40 to send to other courts

outreach- brighton park commumity council, with other banks, gave out fliers with 
info

yes; not comp rates- flat fee of $40 no matter what 
amount

internet (but all in English) 

yes but only for bank customers; $45 for 
international transfers with no cost for incoming 
transfers

no current advertising yes

website, brochures, window, and most loans are based in lower income areas yes

radio, print, branch specific events, they have an ethnic marketing committee yes



mailings in hispanic community, news conferences yes

Spanish magazines, Church bullitins and radio
yes, has to know other party's account in country 
and coorisponding bank (usually in NY)

neighborhood paper, and Harold yes, customers only

acc. Matricula card work with Mexican consulate and FDIC, on "Money Smart" 
education program yes and offer competitive rates

branch managers work with specific community yes

in spanish advertising not available

limited print; radio; advertsing loans not available



24.  Are your international money transfer products 
accessible, simple, and quick to use? Are your exchange 
rates and pricing disclosed?

25.  Do you offer flexible options for family 
members, individuals in rural areas, and areas 
without convenient access to financial 
institutions?

26.  Do you participate in the FedACH 
International Mexico Service as an alternative to 
wire transfers?

yes; bank handles all of it yes no

yes

yes no not sure
yes; can be done in a day; goes through federal lines to route 
to banks; need to fill out a form and show ID, uses a lot of 
caution because of concerns over money laundering and 
terrorist threats no

yes; for customers only, ingoing and outgoing no no

yes; fairly standard from bank to bank no(?) convenient access in chicago area no; that would be wire service out of satellite

yes; walk in, say what you need, info written up, 2-3 days yes; locations in rural areas no

yes; usually no trouble no

only for bank customers; $45 for international transfers with 
no cost for incoming transfers

no; a very small bank but ATMs can be used 
anywhere no

yes no no

no
yes, mailing deposits and using ATMs with 
deposits no

yes yes no



yes, need checking account and the program is free; they 
have 4,500 locations in Mexico yes, ATM, mail, internet and phone no

yes no no

yes, but the exchange rates and prices are not disclosed (they 
call FED for those) yes, no interenet, but have banking by mail no

yes/no, it is easy if the customer provides them with the 
information needed yes no

yes but exchange rates and prices are not disclosed yes no

not available not available not available

not available not available not available



27.  Do you offer wire transfer plans to Latin 
American nations other than Mexico?

28.  Do you partner with any Mexican or Latin 
American banks? Describe the relationship.

29.  Do you partner with the US Citizenship 
and Immigration Services (USCIS) or 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC)?  Describe the relationship.

yes not a direct partnership no, but FDIC insured

yes
yes; owned by a bank that owns sister banks in 
Mexico and Brazil

no (not FDIC-regulated but have been to a 
few Consulate/FDIC events)

yes; register by fed not sure yes; FDIC insured

yes no no

yes no; all through correspondance

yes; must go through other bank account no yes; we have to

yes not sure yes; FDIC insured

yes; spain, canada, mostly mexico at this branch no yes; FDIC insured

yes; for bank customers to anywhere unless it 
was blocked by the Fed no no

no no yes

no no yes

no, only through coorispondance no yes



yes, world no yes

yes, all over the world except OFAC list no no

yes no FDIC, yes

yes, but not countries on OFAC list no yes

yes no they work with FDIC 

not available not available not available

not available not available not available



30.  Does your checking account plan include 
features that facilitate money transmission to 
Mexico or any other foreign country?

31.  Do you provide clients with multiple ATM 
cards, including one that can be sent abroad?

Foreign Language Expertise:             32.  Do 
you have Spanish-speaking customer 
representatives and tellers available at all your 
branches?

no (customer can request mutliple cards but it is 
not advertised or encouraged) yes  yes

no
yes; both people must be known to bank (must 
show ID) yes

not advertised yes; those in needed areas

no no yes

no; issued for customers, possible to get more yes 

yes; check card has visa so can be used anywhere yes; not at all but in spanish speaking areas

no; debit really are issued per person, holders 
must be on the account yes

no; just wire transfer

yes; program with 2 atm cards, one can be sent to 
mexico, customers weren't happy with charges 
over there

yes; everyone (no polish yet but few polish-
speaking clients)

no no, but they can be used internationally no

no yes, if request yes, few

yes no, 1card, but the ATM cards can be used abroad yes

yes yes yes



yes no yes

yes yes yes

yes no yes

yes yes, by request yes

yes, recquires a bank to transmit to yes, only to account holders yes

not available not available
yes; and in Korean, Polish, Mandarin, and 
Cantonese

not available not available yes



33.  Does your Spanish-language literature differ 
in content from the English version?

34.  Is your website also offered in Spanish or 
any other non-English languages?

Interaction with Your Community:      35.  Do 
you have a relationship with the Mexican 
Consulate in Chicago?

yes  no (but phone service is) not as a branch 

yes; it is not meant to but information is not 
mirror image because it takes a lot of 
money and is not feasible to translate 
everything; credit book is over 100 pages; 
also offer FDIC literature no attend events

some materials are translated into Spanish

yes; to some extent thinks that corporate office does

no no no

no; none no; not at this point no; not ongoing

no no; not at this point yes; this particular branch or this manager

don't know not sure; customer service definitely in spanish yes; on internet

no; just english no yes

no (no Spanish literature) no no

no no, but in the process of no, but beginning one

no literature no no

no no yes



no no, but they do have account info. in Spanish yes

no, working on it no, not yet no

no, no literature no no

there is no Spanish language literature no yes

yes no no

no yes yes

no literature no no



36.  Do you organize and/or sponsor community outreach events to target Latino 
or other ethnic populations?  Do you encourage your employees to get involved 
in the community?

37.  Do you generally consider 
yourself a large or small financial 
institution?

38.  In comparison with other financial institutions in your 
immediate local community, do you generally consider 
yourself a large or small financial institution?

yes; try to go through workplaces, open a basic checking account and get $25 or 
$50 with direct deposit; average person gets 3 mailings a week large (#2 in Chicago) large

home buyer fairs with partner agencies large large
focused on how to give from charitable trust, focusing on neighborhoods, arts 
and culture, education 
yes; branch offices conduct seminars and communication outreach. Must talk to 
specific branches

large; one of largest community 
bank networks in IL large

participate in civic events in Polish community (i.e. health and business fairs) small small

yes; lots of community outreach involved with Heartland Housing, bank at 
school programs, sponsored housing seminars, etc.

6th largest 3rd largest in Chicago

yes: wicker park office very hispanic; go out to churches and schools, have 
buyers seminar one of larger in top 10

small branch but large bank in 
chicago

yes; although the bank is very small it is active in the community small small
yes, Asian community, and now trying to branch out to Latino community with 
the Chicago Park District small large

no small small

yes large middle



yes, Hispanic events, parades, etc. large small

yes, they give donations other, Chinese community bank middle

yes, in own community small small

yes, festivals and things of that nature in their own community large/medium "Business Bank" middle

yes large small
yes; scholarships, new moms, junior achievement, operation Hope, 16 hrs pd 
community work; new moms large medium 
yes; target black community; wealth bldng seminars, energy efficiency seminars, 
scholarships; rdg programs middle large



39.  Do you locate ATMs in any heavily 
Latino areas of the Chicago Metropolitan 
Area?

40.  Is an electronic bill payment system 
available that is setup with local 
utilities?

yes (in Spanish and English) yes  

yes yes (free bill pay online) 

yes yes

yes (STAR) yes

yes; uptown census tracts
yes; not immediately, they have free bill 
pay online with checking account

yes yes

all over yes; it's free

each bank has an ATM and 2 ATMs in 
businesses on 26th street

customers must give utility company 
their info on some accounts

they are on the STAR network (ATMs 
everywhere) 

yes (contact provider to set it up with 
their account number)

no, two branchs only in China town yes

no, two branchs only in China town no

yes no



Growing no

no no

no no
middle range, don't try to specifically target 
Latino communities, but ATM's do happen to 
be in such communities

no, but customer can initiate this through 
online banking

no, use the STAR network yes

yes yes

no no


